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After a few minutes of glassing deer on a steep hillside, my nephew starts to

complain about a stiff neck, yet on the 4-hour drive to the hunt area his neck

is bent down looking at his phone for close to 3 hours with no complaints of

a stiff neck. This is a kid that I am proud of beyond what I can express in

words; he is applying for D-1 school scholarships as well as West Point. He

loves the outdoors and hiking, yet technology is changing the way we interact

and even changing our posture. I question if the youth will have the drive to

get outdoors and push themselves if they can instantly experience it at their

fingertips? Growing up we got the physical experience, but today’s youth is

getting the fingertip experience. We need to be aware of these changes and

be proactive in getting the youth involved, and not be afraid to leave technol-

ogy behind for a few days at a time.

We hear the cliché all the time that the youth is our future, but are we guiding

them in a direction that will assure our outdoor heritage will be preserved and

passed on? I want to instill in them that the respect that we all have for the ani-

mals, the land, and the herd is the trophy, not the horns. We can Pass on the

desire to leave the land a little better than when we stepped foot on it by pick-

ing up trash left behind by others, or making sure we leave little or no sign that

we were even there. We bring them to the fundraising events and take them

out for a hunt now and then, but when life gets busy we cannot forget to stoke

that fire of desire for the pursuit. I know we can pass on our heritage the same

way that our parents did and they probably asked themselves similar questions,

but we have to make an effort and not let technology disconnect us but use it

to bring us new ways to get the youth involved.  

While looking through the spotting scope, I asked my nephew if he would

have that desire to climb a mountain to pursue a buck-of-a-lifetime. I was

thrilled to hear his reply, “Yes, I would love to climb that mountain and cross

that canyon, and do whatever it takes to get a shot at that big buck”. That is

what gives me hope that the future is bright for the youngsters that will be car-

rying on our traditions and soon be passing on the respect for the animals and

the land that we are passing on to them. So when you take someone out, pass

on more than the take of an animal; pass on re-

spect, tradition, and a burning desire that will be

essential for our hunting heritage to live on in

many generations. By the way, my nephew Walter

got his buck-of-a-lifetime, and you can see it in the

“Members in the Field” section.  

DONN WALGAMUTH
dwalgamuth@caldeer.org
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BY THE TIME YOU WILL BE READING THE WIN-
TER ISSUE OF CDA MAGAZINE, banquet season
and we will be in full on “Go Mode”. It’s an excit-
ing time for the group as countless banquets raise
the bulk of the funding we rely on for our habitat
projects and our operating capital. 75% of the
funds we raise are reserved for projects. With fan-
tastic growth over the years our success could not
continue without our volunteers and members that
believe in giving something back. Thank you for
all you do!  

CDA is all about hunters helping wildlife; we are
conservationists! And without the financial sup-

port that hunters provide for the management of
wildlife, we wouldn’t have the robust wildlife
populations we all enjoy. Hunters value, respect,
admire, and love wildlife. That is why we are
happy to give back and financially support the
wildlife that gives us so much joy and recreation.
However, we are in a tight spot with conserva-
tion funding now in California. In 1970, there

were 690,790 hunting licenses sold in our state
and in 2016, only 165,486 licenses were pur-
chased. This is a 75% decrease in 46 years!
Folks, that is just incredible! And scary! I know
that nationwide, hunter participation has de-
creased, but nowhere has this been more evi-
dent than in our great Golden State.

The implications of such a declining hunter popu-
lation are ominous. For one thing, hunters have a
vested interest in healthy wildlife populations and
are advocates of conservation. What will happen if
we become obsolete? Who will fight for wildlife
conservation and quality habitat? Hunting and fish-
ing license fees are a huge funding base for the
CA Department of Fish and Wildlife. Where will
the money come from in the future?

Hunter recruitment is a very important component to
getting this problem turned around. I applaud the
hunter education instructors of our great state. These
fine folks volunteer their time to get more people in
the great outdoors and ensure they hunt safely, this is
a great thing! Another important component of this is
hunter retention. That is where the California Deer
Association comes in. We work to improve wildlife
habitat, which in turn improves hunting, which im-
proves hunter success, which improves new hunter
morale, which improves hunter retention!  

In 1970, there were 690,790 hunting 

licenses sold in our state and in 2016,

only 165,486 licenses were purchased.

This is a 75% decrease in 46 years!

CDA
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We aren’t going to turn this train the right direc-
tion overnight, but just think if each of us brought
2 new hunters to our deer camp or our duck blind
every year? We could get this declining hunter
number problem turned around fairly quickly. Get
your kids or grandkids involved at a young age
before they start other sports or activities, get a
neighbor kid interested in hunting that doesn’t
have a mentor, or take a co-worker out that shows
interest. There a lot of people out there that
would try it if someone showed them the ropes.  

Please look at our banquet schedule in this maga-
zine and make sure you don’t miss out! We have a
lot of banquets coming up all over the state and I
am sure there is one near you. If not, let’s get a
chapter started!  As members and volunteers of
this organization, we are all in this together and I
thank you for your support.  

I want to welcome Kirk Dormody as our new
Field Director for the Central and Southern part
of this great state. Kirk comes to us with a wealth
of knowledge; when you meet him, that will be
evident, but what will stand out is his great out-
going and genuine personality. Let’s all welcome
Kirk, he is a great guy that shares our passion for
the great outdoors and conservation for deer in

California. He can be reached at kirk@caldeer.org
or 916-524-5008.  I know Kirk is going to do a
fantastic job and he has tremendous enthusiasm
for California Deer!

I also want to welcome Steve Jarvis as our new
Chief Financial Officer. Steve is great accountant
and is keeping our books straight, making sure
that we adhere to all Internal Revenue Service
regulations, state rules and regulations, and tax
reporting for a non-profit organization. As you
might imagine, this is a big job, but Steve is
tackling it! Thanks, Steve!

I am so appreciative of our volunteers that work
very hard to make sure CDA is successful. We have
a great mission, great volunteers, and fantastic mem-
bers and donors that give
unselfishly to the organiza-
tion. This furthers our goals
to improve deer herds and
deer hunting in California.

Best regards and I will see
you at this year’s banquets!
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PAT FITZMORRIS
patf@caldeer.org
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MY NAME IS KIRK DORMODY, and I’m happy
and blessed to be California Deer Association’s
new Field Director for our Central and Southern
California regions. I’m excited to get to work as-
sisting the efforts of such a great group that has
so many positive entities in place that our geared
to help the future of hunting.

I am a fifth-generation Californian, born and
raised on the Monterey Peninsula and living in
the foothills east of Sacramento. For the past 20
years, I’ve been engaged in the financial advi-
sory industry, most recently with Merrill Lynch.
Prior to that, I worked for Ducks Unlimited as
their Central California Regional Director with
over 40 chapters and as their Director of Devel-
opment for the Western United States region. I’ll
do my best to use the experience I’ve gained to
benefit CDA in every way I can. Having a back-
ground in fundraising will make my duties more
a second nature in my new position. Like most
of you CDA members, I’ve been an avid out-
doorsman for the better part of my life. I love
getting out into the mountains every chance I
get, whether it be hunting, fishing, or backpack-

ing. I also love photography and music. 
As a conservationist, like you, I understand the
challenges that we face in our state. Whether it
be gun control, activist groups and/or the
scarcity of hunting opportunities, our abilities, in-
terests and passions are being challenged daily.
We are loosing our habitat at an alarming rate,
without concentrated focus an money directed
towards improving or maintaining what habitat
still remains California deer will digress.  

Challenges aside, California Deer Association’s
mission remains steadfast and strong. By
strengthening California’s deer herds through
habitat enhancement, scientific research and ed-
ucation, we can continue to change the general
public’s understanding of hunting and the key
role that we play as true stewards of the land
and as conservationists. I hope that all of you
had an opportunity to spend some time in the
outdoors this past season and to see first-hand
the impact of yours and CDA’s efforts! Our hard
work is having a very positive impact, and with
your help, I look forward to strengthening the
work of CDA. In the first 20 years of thier exis-

CDA
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tence the CDA has built a great platform for us
to work from, I look forward to the years ahead.
As I’ve begun dialogue with key volunteers and
members in my region and have had the oppor-
tunity to meet many of you in person, I am ex-
cited and encouraged by the enthusiasm and
dedication that you all have for the mission of
CDA! We are poised as ever to expand our influ-
ence and the impact we’ve had over the years to
strengthen California’s deer herds. That said, I
would be remiss if I didn’t mention how grateful
that myself, the CDA staff and our board of direc-
tors are for the continued support of our volun-
teers and our members. It truly is because of
your hard work and contributions that everything
is possible. Thank you!

That said, we can never have enough volunteers!
If we are to continue to have a positive impact
on California’s deer herds, conservation and
wildlife habitat, then we need to strive to enlist
more volunteers throughout the state. There are
numerous opportunities to become involved in
CDA, from volunteering for a local committee,
being involved in youth events, helping on habi-
tat projects in the field, helping to identify poten-
tial projects in your area for funding and
volunteering for CDA’s habitat committee, just to
name a few. Better yet, if you’d like to help start

a chapter in your area, then we want to hear
from you! The Central and Southern portions of
the State of California have great diversity in
rangeland and habitat and with your knowledge
of the local area and issues related there, I’m ex-
cited to hear how more CDA presents can and
will help the wildlife in those regions. 

Together we can make a difference for future
generations! Please feel free to contact me any-
time, or to contact your local CDA chapter chair-
man for information on volunteering. I’m
looking forward to seeing you all soon at your
respective CDA banquets
during the 2017 season!

Kirk Dormody, Field Di-
rector Central/Southern
California (916) 524-5008

C A L I F O R N I A  D E E R 4

KIRK DORMODY
kirk@caldeer.org
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If we are to continue to have a positive impact

on California’s deer herds, conservation and

wildlife habitat, then we need to strive to enlist

more volunteers throughout the state.
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gional Director,
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committed to work

hard for California
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cap, and a beautiful

buck!
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2016 MARKET THE 20TH YEAR ANNIVERSARY OF
THE CALIFORNIA DEER ASSOCIATION (CDA) – a
“young” conservation organization by many stan-
dards. Yet, when one considers what CDA has ac-
complished over the past two decades, our
organization is mature far beyond its years. 

CDA was established in 1996 by a few concerned
sportsmen that wanted to make a positive difference
for California’s deer herds and other wildlife. To en-
sure that member dollars were most effectively
spent, CDA’s founding fathers carefully established
criteria that required that no less than 75% of net
funding raised went “on-the-ground” in California
for habitat, research, land acquisition, conservation
easements, equipment and education.

Those who care about deer would soon notice the
positive change CDA was making, and the organiza-
tion quickly grew in terms of credibility, members

and funding. Twenty short years later, CDA has put
millions of dollars on the ground to protect and pro-
mote deer populations and deer hunting in our state.    

But like our deer and their habitats, California has
also changed in many other ways over the past two
decades. Our cities have grown and our population
has swelled to over 37 million. As California has
continued its shift from a rural to an urban state, we
have also witnessed a drastic change away from our
time-honored outdoor traditions. Although Califor-
nia’s population has swelled by nearly 25% since
CDA was established, hunting license sales have
dropped by 20% to roughly 275,000.   

With 80% of Californians now living in cities and far
fewer than 1% purchasing hunting licenses, in many
ways our public has fallen out of touch with our
state’s rich and diverse wildlife, our proud hunting
heritage, and its integral role in wildlife conservation.



Making matters worse, many of the elected officials
and others who shape California’s policy and direc-
tion share the same priorities and perceptions of the
public they represent. The result being that the chal-
lenges and issues CDA must face today to successfully
achieve our mission of promoting wildlife, deer popu-
lations and hunting in our state has changed substan-
tially since our organization was created in 1996.  

Today, many wildlife management decisions in Califor-
nia are no longer driven, as they should be, simply
and solely by what the best available science dictates
be done. Rather, many are now made in political fo-
rums, and often in response to the changing percep-
tions and opinions of California’s
increasingly urban public. Twenty years
ago, even the most capable prognosticator
could not have envisioned the many chal-
lenges wildlife managers, deer hunters, and
deer themselves would face today. Who
would have thought that they would re-
move the word “Game” from the name of
our state’s top resource agency and replace
it with “Wildlife”?  Few would have pre-
dicted that California would enact a law that will soon
prohibit you from using traditional lead ammunition
for hunting deer – or hunting anything, for that matter
– in our state. No one foresaw the loss of hunting op-
portunity that we would suffer from the closure of
many public lands, or the mass locking of gates on
roads that lead into our state’s vast public open spaces
and deer habitats. Nor did anyone truly predict the
magnitude of the attack California’s political leaders
would launch against our gun rights, including many
of our standard sporting arms and their munitions.   

As if the continued loss of habitat to urban sprawl

wasn’t enough, no one could have forecast the in-
creased challenges deer themselves must now face.
Only a handful would have guessed that the most
effective tool for managing bear populations, hunt-
ing them with hounds, would soon be outlawed –
resulting in historically high bear populations and
corresponding record bear predation on deer. Cer-
tainly, not a single soul would have guessed that, in
addition to mountain lions and unprecedented bear
numbers, California’s deer would also face a brand-
new apex predator – the gray wolf.  

Finally, few foresaw the unprecedented role that
well organized and funded animal-rights activists
and anti-hunting groups would assume in the halls
of our State Capitol, in front of our Fish and Game
Commission and beyond. 

But all is far from bleak – in fact, the future is amaz-
ingly bright. With the same vision that led our
founders to establish guiding principles that paved the
way for our initial success, CDA has now become ef-
fectively engaged in each of the political forums where
important wildlife decisions are being made. Although
the playing field is certainly more difficult, never has
CDA been better positioned to drive positive change
for deer populations and deer hunting in our state.     

Today, California Deer Association’s credibility
and relationship with California Department of
Fish and Wildlife (DFW) leadership is stronger
than ever before. When CDA has a concern that
needs to be discussed with DFW, we have un-
precedented access to DFW top staff to have our
voice heard. Laws that CDA recently helped spon-
sor and pass have, and for the first time, not only
given us a seat at the table with DFW in determin-

Across the state,

urban sprawl contin-

ues to provide chal-

lenges for wildlife.

Shown below, quitely

the “Game” in Game

and Fish was replaced

with Wildlife. Just an-

other subtle sign that

hunting is always

under attack.

>
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ing how and where your big game tag dollars are
being spent, but also allow us to bring our own
habitat and research projects forward for consider-
ation and possible state cost-share funding.
Whether it be proposed annual deer tag alloca-
tions, or any other deer-related regulation, DFW
takes time to proactively gather CDA’s thoughts
and concerns before finalizing their recommenda-
tion to the Fish and Game Commission. When the
first gray wolf set foot in California, DFW ap-
pointed CDA to the advisory committee to help
craft our state’s first Wolf Management Plan. In
short, CDA is more actively involved than ever in
helping DFW determine administrative decisions
which impact California’s deer and deer hunters.  

On the regulatory front, CDA is equally respected
and well positioned. CDA has now taken great care
to establish credibility and critically important close
working relationships with the appointed members
of the Fish and Game Commission and their staff.
When the need arises, CDA can quickly meet di-
rectly with Commissioners and/or staff to discuss our
concerns before a topic is heard at a Commission
hearing. When the public hearings do take place,
CDA is always present, and – although room is typi-
cally cluttered with animal-rights interests – CDA’s
concerns are received with the highest regard when
we step to the podium. When the Commission is
considering possible changes to any regulations
which may impact deer and other big game, they
reach out to CDA. When the Commission established
a small select group to evaluate possible changes to
predator management policy, CDA’s representative
was one of the first appointed to the group. Simply
put, CDA’s ability to positively drive the Fish and
Game Commission decisions on regulations that im-
pact deer and deer hunting has never been better.

Finally, when it comes to the California State Leg-
islature, CDA has never been more engaged.
CDA is now not only on the front lines of battles
to defeat negative bills that may be brought for-
ward, but also positioned to proactively sponsor
beneficial legislation which promotes deer, their
habitats and our hunting heritage. CDA has never
been better equipped to impact state budget de-
cisions and the state funding made available for
wildlife habitat and research projects. CDA has
also helped build our State Legislature’s Outdoor
Sporting Caucus – an assemblage of State Legisla-
tors who support our outdoor traditions – to one
of the largest Caucuses at our State Capitol, and
is working with them to educate other Legislators

on the significant benefit hunters and hunting
provides to California’s economy and the conser-
vation of all wildlife species.  

Although California has changed in many ways in the
20 years since the California Deer Association was
founded, CDA has changed with it… and for the bet-
ter! Today, the challenges may be greater than ever an-
ticipated, but CDA has never been stronger, better
prepared and better positioned to deliver on our com-
mitment to our members to enhance the health of Cal-
ifornia’s deer herds and protect our hunting tradition
for generations to come. With
your continued  support, we
look forward to painting a
very bright future for Califor-
nia’s deer and deer hunters
for generations to come.  

BILL GAINES
info@gainesandassociates
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DEER IN CALIFORNIA ARE CONSIDERED A
"early successional" wildlife species, meaning that
they rely on an abundance of new vegetative
plant material that germinates or resprouts follow-
ing fire. Biologists use the term "habitat distur-
bance" to describe a change in plant succession.
Herbaceous plants (the grasses and wildflower
species), then shrubs, are first to recolonize
burned areas. This is followed by what most folks
call a forest - the trees. Hence, the "succession"
from grasses/forbs to shrubs to trees.

Where wildfires occurred, deer populations - as
reflected in part by the change in harvest of deer
during hunting season - began to increase after a

three-year lag time, more than in areas not sub-
ject to large wildfires. Deer biologists know the
benefits in improved forest habitat condition
from fire are greatest from 3-30 years after a fire.

Project #013-15 was funded by the California
Deer Association for $25,000 and is a Habitat Im-
provement and Hazardous Fuels Reduction Proj-
ect. Oak woodlands are abundant around the
Weaver Basin and surrounding mountains, provid-
ing important deer habitat. These oak woodlands
are suffering the effects of fire suppression and
development, resulting in reduced habitat quality.
The purpose of this project is to enhance habitat
quality. The project area is one of several pre-

Another CDA Project Hitting The Ground
FIVE CENT WILDLIFE ENHANCEMENT BURN

By CDA Projects Committee Chairman ~ Larry Smith

PHOTO ~ DONN WALGAMUTH
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scribed fire units the Trinity River Management
Unit has been understory burning in for the last
two years. On October 12, 2016 the Trinity River
Management Unit was able to complete 130 acres
of under burning on the Five Cent project bring-
ing the total area treated to 275 acres of National
Forest System lands and 7 acres of private lands.

The test fire began at 10:00 at the northeast cor-
ner of Unit 30-1. At approximately 10:30 the deci-
sion was made to continue with ignitions and
firing continued along control lines to the south
along the dozer line and to the southwest along
the handlines. Firing continued into unit 31-1 and
a small portion of unit 31-2 at 14:00 and all igni-
tions were completed by 18:30. During a patrol
of the prescribe fire on Oct. 13th, numerous
black tailed deer were observed within the unit
boundary eating fresh dropped acorns.

All resources utilized on the burn were from the
Shasta-Trinity N.F. and included one hotshot
crew, 6 engines, and one dozer for contingency.
Post fire effects monitoring will be conducted
with the agreements that are in place, with fund-
ing utilized from the above agreement, by the

Watershed Research and Training Center. Moni-
toring will be focused on First Order Fire Effects
including surface fuel consumption, mortality in
the overstory, brush consumption and any im-
pacts to trail systems utilized in the prescribed

fire for holding features. Approximately 92 acres
remain to be treated in Units 31-2 and 31-3.

The California Deer Association funded $25,000 to
be used on this project and the Watershed Re-
search and Training Center provided $7500 for
monitoring and to assist
with implementation. Cost
for the remaining units is
expected to be significantly
lower due to the “buffer”
created by this burn.

C A L I F O R N I A  D E E R 10
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Treating 275 acres of thick understory,

CDA would provide the critical funding

to finish the Five Cent Burn project.

LARRY SMITH
lsmithauto@gmail.com



Walter Wecker didn’t hesitate to tackle the rugged California terrain once this buck
was spotted. Sneaking into range, Walt made a difficult, 512-yard shot to drop his
buck-of-a-lifetime. Despite a back-breaking, 8-hour decent he still had a smile on his
face when he reached the truck. Walt enjoyed the experience with his uncle and cur-
rent CDA President, Donn Walgamuth.

As CDA members, you are encouraged to send in your successful hunting photos and stories.

Photo submissions are not limited to California deer only, we want to see all the amazing mule
deer and blacktail deer taken by CDA members from across the West!
Send submissions to: smonk@caldeer.org



Member of the Central Valley CDA Chapter, James Pinheiro,
hunted the East Fork of Chiquito Creek in area D7 to shoot the
above Black Bear. Jim was able to get close and shot the
bruiser at 150 yards with a .270 Winchester.

Who says California won’t produce a few giants? Below,
Redding Chapter Member, Steve Boero, poses with his
2016 archery buck. The 30-inch-wide typical was taken in
the cross-zone area West of highway 99. 

Seventeen-year-old twin brothers, Max and Winston Fitzmor-
ris, are very competitive in sports and school… and hunting!
On a recent hunting trip in Montana, Max drew the high card
and was first to hunt a buck. With the rut starting, this great
buck was spotted (pictured above), and after a long stalk, a
200-yard shot put the buck down. After that, it was Winston’s
turn, and he said it was a 4-point or tag soup for him! Spot-
ting a good buck with four points on both sides at a distance.
After the buck bedded, they closed the gap and one shot in
the neck put the buck down!
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LESS THAN 10 PERCENT OF AMERICA’S POPULATIONS ARE
HUNTERS, and although participation has been in an upward
trend in over the last decade, we are a minority. This is signifi-
cant especially in our home state of California, where numerous
pieces of anti-hunting legislation are in the works. Another mi-
nority, those adamantly opposed to hunting, are lobbying to end
all hunting in California. Their method is death by 1000 cuts.
While they might not be able to outlaw hunting outright (yet,)
they have achieved many “victories” for their cause.

From adding cougars to the protected species list despite thriv-
ing populations, to outlawing the use of hounds, to banning
lead ammunition, and requiring a license and a background
check to buy it, the opposition has made great strides in taking
away parts of hunting. They have infiltrated the DFW, and fa-
vored lobbyists and special interest groups over science and re-
search. Decisions of conservation are being made at the ballot
box and in litigation rather than by those paid by the state to
collect and analyze data and make decisions based on their
findings. We may be outnumbered, but the clear majority of the
populace lies somewhere in between the card-carrying PETA
member and us hunters. We are unlikely to convince the oppo-
sition, but we can surely reach those in-between.

Aside from explaining why hunting is sustainable and impor-
tant to us to friends and family, social media can be an excel-
lent tool to present hunting in a positive light to those who are
unfamiliar with it. Conversely, social media can cause serious
damage to the effort if we are not careful. As hunters who
wish our beloved pastime to continue for future generations, it
is our responsibility to be intentional about the message we
are putting out there for the world to see.  
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“Never apologize for being a hunter.” This state-
ment has been made popular, and even been fea-
tured as a t shirt. While I can certainly empathize
with the sentiment, this is not the best approach
for gaining support. I’m not telling anybody to feel
bad about being a hunter; I’m not asking you to
say sorry. I am, however, calling you out to be an
apologist; someone who offers an argument in de-
fense of something controversial. If we share hunt-
ing photos on the internet, eventually, someone
who is not familiar with it, and perhaps disagrees
with it will see it. It is not uncommon to get hate-
ful comments after posting photos of a hunt.
Rather than engaging in name-calling and belit-
tling, we must be prepared to give a fact-based
defense of hunting, while keeping the mindset
that our goal is to show someone the light, rather
than to belittle and demean them that we might
feel justified and “unapologetic.”

While social media can be used as a tool to edu-
cate, it can also do great harm to the movement.
We must be cognizant of how the things that we
are posting will be viewed by non-hunters, and
furthermore, how the opposition could use it
against us. Recently, a video posted to YouTube,
went viral after an anti-hunter with a large sphere
of influence took issue with the method of take
used in the film. The hunter, Josh Bowmar, took a
bear with a spear while his wife Sarah filmed. Be-

cause of the outrage by the anti-hunting crowd,
the Bowmars lost a sponsorship from Under Ar-
mour, due to bad publicity, and there is now a pe-
tition to outlaw spear hunting. I doubt that when
Josh and Sarah posted the video to YouTube, they
expected the likes of Ricky Gervais to cause it to
go viral with such a negative message. Aside from
losing endorsements, the couple has also received
numerous death threats and hateful messages.

What was not shown in the short YouTube video
were the months leading up to the hunt that Josh
spent building the spear, practicing, and plan-
ning. It didn’t say that he was an All-American
collegiate javelin thrower, nor did it say that the
kinetic energy and the cutting diameter of the
spear meant almost instant death for the bear.
No. It only showed a muscle-bound dude in
camo screaming in triumph after accomplishing
what he had spent a year preparing for. As a
hunter, I get it. I was excited just watching the
film, but I also immediately though “oh no” as I
saw how it could be misconstrued.

While most of us don’t have a major sponsorship
to worry about losing, we can certainly learn from
this story. The Bowmars were not making a film
with the intention of the whole world seeing it.
They did not anticipate it going viral on an inter-
national level, and the surely did not expect it to
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evoke the kind of anti-hunting rage that it did. Ad-
mittedly, the average social media account is on a
much smaller scale, but if we are not careful, we
can do great damage to the future of hunting.

We must be deliberate in painting a picture of
hunting that is palatable to the people who are
on the fence. Share photos and anecdotes of the
entire process, not just the trophy. Tell people
about the time you put in in the offseason
preparing and scouting. Show that you are utiliz-
ing the meat, and that getting it back home is a
lot more involved than buying a package of
steaks. Show that you respect the animal in your
photos; avoid distasteful images, try to present
your trophy in a natural pose.

Come with facts. If someone gives you the op-
portunity to advocate for hunting, or to defend
your position, be prepared to explain the success
of the Western Model for Conservation. Know
about the Pittman-Robertson Act, a voluntary ex-
cise tax on hunting equipment that goes directly

to conservation. We as hunters know how impor-
tant conservation is to us, but the fact of the mat-
ter is that the general non-hunting public does
not. The opposition is working tirelessly to tell
the rest of the world that we are ignorant savages
who get our rocks off by killing things. They use
terms like “Sport hunting,” and “trophy hunting”
to muddy the waters. Sure, we hunt for “sport,”
though I wouldn’t word it thusly. Some of us are
in pursuit of a trophy animal, but that doesn’t
mean that we shoot an animal merely for its head
and leave the meat to spoil. The opposition to
hunting is busy litigating and funding proposi-
tions to take rights away from hunters in the

name of “animal rights” while giving less than 1%
of funds for real conservation efforts. Meanwhile
hunting license sales generate 1.6 billion annu-
ally, per the NSSF. Yes, I said “billion.”

Approval ratings for hunting with the pretext “for
meat” are much higher than those of hunting “for
sport.” While it is noted that the real meaning of
the term “sport hunting” is misconstrued, it is im-
portant to take notice of the fact that hunting for
meat is much more palatable to the general popu-
lace. Obviously responsible hunters are hunting
for meat. Things like wanton waste laws legally
obligate the hunter to utilize the meat, but the
general non-hunter doesn’t know that.

If you care about leaving a legacy for future gener-
ations and preserving a way of life, you must take
action. We can no longer afford to stand idly by in

the background. Social media gives each of us a
unique platform to take part in the fight. Make no
mistake, the opposition is aggressively trying to tell
the rest of the world that we hunt to satisfy some
unevolved primal rage be-
cause we are uneducated
and uncivilized. In the in-
terest of self-preservation
and conservation, we must
show the world otherwise.

The author feels

taking photos

and videos that show

respect for the animal

becomes more im-

portant each year. Be

respectful of how you

display your trophy.
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THE GIANT BUCK MATERIALIZED FROM BEHIND THE ROCK
400 YARDS AWAY. As quickly as we spotted the brute, he
bounded toward his does on the ridge above. As the buck
slowed to a walk, my Zeiss range-finding binoculars shot me a
quick reading of 460 yards. My friend, Michael Basha, was nes-
tled down in the prone position waiting for instructions. “Should
I shoot?” Mike hissed to me. “No way, Mike. It’s almost 500 yards.
I don’t want to fling a shot at a buck that far. I think we should
let him walk and hope we can locate him tonight,” I responded.
Inwardly, I was mad at myself as I had my long-range gun with a
ballistic turret in the back seat of my truck, precisely for this exact
scenario. Not wanting to have Mike shoot an unfamiliar gun, I
didn’t push the issue. Watching the giant buck walk out of site
without a shot, I could feel myself about to get a little pushy.

The scene was like many I have seen in my life. The pain never
gets better; it always feels like you got kicked in the guts when a
giant buck gets away. Yet, with advancing technology in hunting
equipment, and knowing that would have been a dead deer with
the proper rifle/scope combo, this one hurt more than normal.

We quickly retreated to the truck exchanged guns and made our
way back to where the buck disappeared. When we peeked over
the edge, disaster struck again! The crafty old buck broke from the
herd and bounded for the top of the ridge. Waiting for the one
crazy characteristic that has killed many big old muley bucks, is
stopping for that one last look at where the danger came from, I



was banking on that mistake. Mike was already
prone, rifle resting on the bipod with his backpack
under the back of the gun, when the buck stopped.
The reading flashed 477. I reached down, dialed the
turret to 475, and gave Mike these simple words. “Put
those crosshairs on him, make sure they are steady,
and kill him!” And that’s exactly what happened! 

Most criticism of long-range shooting is related to the
ethics involved with taking long shots. Only a few
years back I was one of those guys commonly
preaching about how a hunter should limit himself to
300 yards, unless he has the skills and training to
shoot farther. Today my stance has changed a bit, but
not totally. I still think a 300-yard shot is a poke, but I
have the equipment and skills to stretch my effective
range a bit more. The old timers claim we are losing
our God-given talent as hunters by not trying to get
closer, and they are correct. We as hunters should al-
ways strive to close the distance, if possible.

The main concern about long-range hunting is the
amount of game that could be potentially wounded
from taking risky shots, and to this statement I must
disagree. As I think back to when I started guiding 25
years ago, every single buck we shot and lost over
the years was less than 300 yards. Most of these hor-
rible memories were encounters with quick, jump-
shot scenarios less that 150 yards. It's easy to see
where the trouble erupted; it started when the hunter
looked at the massive set of antlers through his rifle-
scope, or binos and then emotionally fell apart! It's
called buck fever. When you’re crawling in on a final
stalk at close range, your emotions will undoubtedly
hit an all time high. Trust me, I have guided five
hunters to bucks with antler spreads exceeding 40
inches wide, and each time it was nothing less than a
miracle that the buck died. Even the most seasoned
hunters have difficulty fighting back buck fever lead-
ing up to the shot. Mike Basha was shooting a fire-
breathing .300 Rum, yet to shoot 460 yards we still
would be holding plenty of daylight and guessing, or

praying for a hit. My 7mag was slower, but dialed
correctly, which took all the guess work out of the
equation. “Speed is fine, but accuracy is final,” is a
new favorite saying of mine.   

What I have found in almost every long-range sce-
nario is the complete opposite of chaos. Even with
the increasing magnification of many of the rifle
scopes hunters are placing on their rifles, commonly
hitting 15 to 20 power, the image of a deer at the
distance of 300 to 500 yards is not an in-your-face
scenario as I described above. Most long-range en-
counters are more “low-pressure”, with deer bed-
ded or feeding. Even if they know you’re there,
they usually aren’t alarmed. This allows the hunter
to not only get prepared, but also calm down. With
the sense of urgency diminished, the hunter can
place more attention on a good rest, proper adjust-
ment, making for better execution of the shot.

Before you head out thinking you’re going to take a
crack at a buck or bull at over 500+ yards, it’s impera-
tive that you invest in the proper equipment, and
equally important to have the experience necessary to
take any long-range shots. Otherwise you may as well
save your money for ammunition and simply blast
away, as too many still do. I was there once, bragging
about my 600-yard shot on a buck I killed when I
was 20 years old. If the truth were told though, it took
six shots, holding higher each time, with dust kicking
up at the buck’s feet, then finally, miraculously I hit
the dang deer. Calling that scenario anything more
than “crap-house luck” would be absurd. Now things
have changed. With the proper equipment and prac-
tice, a guy can quickly make what was once a “Hail
Mary” a chip shot. And you don’t have to spend thou-
sands of dollars to do it either.

A fact that many hunters don’t know is how many of
the rifle manufacturers now guarantee a gun to shoot
MOA groups straight from the factory – that’s an inch
or less at 100 yards. Remington, Ruger, Sako, Tikka,

Michael Basha, left, and the au-

thor seated lower right, with a 226-

gross monster from the 2016 season.

Accuracy is key and why the author’s

favorite saying about rifles is, “Speed

is fine, but accuracy is final!”
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Winchester, Thompson Center, Kimber, and many
more offer guarantee MOA accuracy and these are
shot at the factory. What has changed? For starters,
machining and tighter tolerances with better machine
work allow for better components to be made for less
money. Along with better-built guns, the ammo man-
ufacturers have stepped up their game too. Higher
BC, bonded hunting bullets and much better shot
consistency allow many guns to shoot factory ammo
and maintain MOA or better accuracy. It’s imperative
to shoot decent bullets, as the cheap ammo lacks the
consistency to shoot accurately shot after shot. You
can get good ammo for most calibers for $40-$50 per
box. Remember, an accurate rifle is the most impor-
tant component in long-range shooting.

You’ll also need a good riflescope that not only allow
you to see better, but have the features necessary to
dial in your yardage with the elevation turret. Does
term “Minute-of-Angle” sound a little complex to you?
Well, it does for me too! This is why the introduction
of ballistic turrets is fascinating to me. A ballistic turret
replaces the MOA marks on your scope’s turret with
corresponding yardage marks. These are calculated
from the specific ballistic information of your bullet
(muzzle velocity and ballistic coefficient) as well as
some atmospheric elements such as humidity, tem-
perature, and elevation. From there, you simply
range, dial, and shoot… For the most part anyway. 

A ballistic turret is a great choice for many hunters
like myself who want to increase shot distance with-
out the hassle or worry of checking a drop-chart
while a 200-inch buck is heading for the timber! A
custom turret eliminates that step, allowing for
quick and accurate compensation, something that I
believe to be imperative. The only down side to a
customized ballistic turret is, if atmospheric condi-
tions (elevation, humidity, etc.) substantially change,
your sights are likely to be off a little bit. There is

the option of having several turrets for different ele-
vations, which is what I have done. You can get a
scope with custom turret capabilities starting at
$400, and going up from there. 

So, you’ve got good equipment, you’re shooting one-
inch groups, and you’re able to hit a pie plate every
time at 800 yards. That’s great, but I’d challenge that
there are very few hunters that can replicate the same
groups in hunting conditions that they do at the range.
Unfortunately, I have seen this learned this the hard
way in real hunting scenarios on trophy-class animals;
and trust me, hunting is an entirely different ball game!
The point I’m trying to make is this: I choose to use
a custom turret for quickness and accuracy. I also
choose to confine my hunting shots to no more
than 600 hundred yards, because after that, the abil-
ity to simply range, dial, and shoot is clouded by
factors outside of my comfort zone. 

Admittedly, this new era of hunting is pretty exciting.
Having the ability to shoot farther has certainly in-
creased my taxidermy bill, which is a good thing! Even
though many may still talk about ethics issues, I would
argue that, if done correctly, long distance shooting
can be very ethical. If done correctly! It is evident that
technology is only going to get better, and it’s just a
matter of time before the number of hunters with tur-
rets or calculating MOA will overshadow those who
don’t. I will finish by saying that your long-range hunt-
ing rifle is simply a tool, that
if you can’t get closer and
you have the equipment and
ability to make the shot -
whack him! But if you can,
it’s always smarter to get as
close as you can.   
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WHAT AN INCREDIBLE HUNT AND OPPORTU-
NITY TO SHARE WITH FRIENDS. I say 25 years
because it took me that long not only to acuminate
the points necessary to draw a Goodale tag, but also
to acquire the rag tag group of friends I consider
family who shared the hunt with me.  For years, I
have made it known I do not care who amongst my
friends scores a G-3 tag count me in! I love the hunt
and have taken many opportunities to enjoy it over
the years and now it was my turn. I knew the coun-
try had hiked and ‘hunted’ it for years all I needed
was the weather to bring the big boys down. For
those who have never stood on the East face of the
Sierra Nevada Mountains, I can tell you it’s an amaz-
ing sight jutting up out of the desert. Photos taken
from the road cannot describe just how many small
cracks and crevices there are that could hide the tro-
phy-class mule deer that reside there.  

Not sue if it was me, or the hunt, but I had several
of my close friends who agreed to join me on the

hunt. We arrived in Big Pine on Tuesday before
the opener and started scouting immediately. On
Wednesday my friend Shawn and I spotted a nice
buck, even from a mile away we could tell he was
very respectable, wide, symmetrical and nice set
of eye guards. Not a lot of mass, but we just
weren’t seeing any bigger deer with what I would
call heavy mass. We saw a few heavier and a few
wider, but they were busted up five of which
missing entire beams. Friday, Shawn and I went
back for a second look at our best buck. The buck
had only moved a few hundred yards up Charlie
Creek, and as if on cue, he paraded back and
forth in the sun giving us a good look at his
antlers. So, Friday night the decision was made to
go after the Charlie Creek Buck on opening day. 

That is one good thing about the Goodale tag…
you don’t have to worry about giving up your
‘secret spot’ as you are not likely to get to go
back in your lifetime! We planned to be at the
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trailhead and start in a couple hours before shoot
time. You have not lived until you have hiked a
couple miles on a moonless night and seen
shooting stars on opening morning before sun-
rise! The adrenaline rush of opening morning ex-
citement made the climb up the ridge seem less
than it really was. We slowed as we neared the
area the buck was chasing does only the day be-
fore. As daylight broke, we quickly spotted some

deer across the drainage, and amazingly my buck
was right where we expected him to be. 

Years of dreaming and miles of scouting came
down to that final stalk. We picked a path and
quickly closed the distance. Shortly after legal
shooting light I was there. As I dropped my pack
and saw my buck only 100 yards away, I thought
to myself, “It couldn’t get any better than this.”

The above im-

ages were taken on

the famous Califor-

nia G-3 unit. A

lucky tag holder

can expect to see

some real trophy

class mule deer.

Photos ~ Jerry Maytum
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Then the buck turned completely broadside. In-
stantly I started to have reservations. Did I want his
hunt to be over an hour into opening morning? As
I took in the moment a doe answered my question
by stepping behind him. There they stood shoul-
der to shoulder for what seemed like an hour be-
fore they walked in stride over a small ravine and
out of my view! We would later laugh about the
scenario, but even when you feel you have doubts,
then the second the same buck is on the move, it
makes you really second guess yourself!
About ten minutes later, another nice 4 x 4 buck

stepped into view. “There he is, are you going to
take him?” John asked. Yes, a very nice buck, but
not the Charlie Creek buck we were after! Wow,
what an incredible opportunity I thought to myself.
I buck I would dream of taking on any other tag in
California 200 yards in front of me! Again, I settled
into my rock pile and enjoyed the moment. Then
my buck reappeared uphill at 260 standing broad-
side headed for some think timber and a ridgeline
about 20 yards ahead of him. So, it was now or
‘never’? I chose now. As much as I did not want the
hunt to end so quickly, I was in the moment and as
the trigger broke, the buck stumbled to the ground.
Even though it was over so briefly, I was relieved
and felt lucky to share those cherished moments,
and the load out, with four of my dearest friends.
If you enjoy our hunting heritage as much as I do

you must get involved! There are many people in
this beautiful state who want to take hunting away
from us. Their goal clearly stated in no uncertain
terms is to ‘ban hunting one state one species at a
time, starting with California’! NOT my words their
publicly stated mandate. They believe their per-
sonal feelings and beliefs should outweigh ours.
Hunters can no longer just sit back and enjoy our
heritage and traditions and assume as we did grow-
ing up that they will be there for our grandchildren.
You must get involved. Join and support organiza-
tions like California Deer Association and California

Rifle and Pistol As-
sociation who fight
for what you be-
lieve in. Talk to
anyone who will
listen to you about
why you hunt. Not
necessary to turn
them into a hunter,
but at least an edu-
cated voter. Contact
your state Assembly and senate representatives and
let them know where you stand on hunting,
firearm and ammunition related legislation. United
we can and will prevail in this battle!

The author may

have waited 25

years for the tag, but

wasted no time

shooting a great

buck at the distance

of 260 yards on

opening day.
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